
East Campus HouseComm 

12/3/14 
 

All halls are here. 

 

CameraComm Elections 
CameraComm is the keeper of EC’s camera equipment (and tripod!), and they’re in charge of making the 

i3 video. It’s currently 3 people, and it can be 2 or 3 people. 

demaio: I think it would be cool if we also had an online repository for footage and stuff. 

Jes: I agree. This could also be a WebComm thing. 

Candidates: 

 tristanh – “I enjoy video editing, and I apply my skills to a product.”; has been doing video 

editing for a while; did videography for his robotics team 

 rusch – “I like to film things, especially things that look cool.”; was in charge of animation for his 

robotics club; also, does fan movies – lighting, editing, filming, etc 

 caitlinf – “I think there a lot of sides to EC, and I want to document them”; does photography as 

a hobby and has some experience with video editing 

 kerriewu – “I thought the i3 video was always great, and I wanna help that continue!”; was 

director of journalism for her HS television station 

 lsherman – “I’ve got a lot of experience video editing, and I love EC as well.”; made a doge with 

tim the beaver video 

Do you expect to be here during Rush? 

rusch: I am Rusch. 

Do you all plan to be here during IAP? 

All: yes 

ivanaf squished a cockroach at sonja’s gesturing. 

tristanh, caitlinf, and lsherman are the new CameraComm 

 

CPW Chairs Elections 
CPW is that weekend when all the prefrosh come and sleep in everyone’s rooms. It’s sort of like Rush, 

only you don’t get a break from school. It involves getting people to run events, getting safety proposals 

Note: We have a 2 day weekend for CPW this year 



 ameister – “I think CPW is super important for prefrosh.” “I organize pinkie’s, so I do a lot of 

grocery shopping and making people do stuff they don’t want to do.” 

 hcope “hiccup” – “My CPW just happened, and all the things that happened are still fresh in my 

head. I’m not jaded enough to hate prefrosh yet.” 

 gsellers – “CPW was one of the best weekends in my HS life. Plus I like organizing things.” “I’m 

kind of a secretary for ASME, and I keep everyone in the game.” 

 rkestin – “Rush keeps getting shorter, so CPW is a really important time for freshmen to figure 

out where they want to live. Also, I’d like to get more involved with EC.”; organized a theatre 

group 

 jisenhar – “CPW is a super awesome time. Also, I want to give as many freshman mohawks as 

possible. We’ll just have a booth.” “I’m not very organized, but I like planning parties, and CPW 

is one big party.” 

 lilyzhou – “Why do I want to be CPW chair? I think, because, well I like living in EC, and I want to 

show prefrosh that we’re not like other schools… actually that was a really long sentence.” “I ran 

a math competition with 800 people, so I like to think I’m pretty organized.” 

Do you have a driver’s license? 

lilyzhou: I do, but you don’t want me to drive. 

rkestin: I’ve got a permit but no license. 

Everyone else has a license and maybe even zipcars. 

rusch: If you were milling around with 50 prefrosh, and people came and attacked you with water 

weapons, what would you do? 

jisenhar: Throw the freshmen. Their bodies are so light. 

Sonja: Are you more interested in being an event planner or an event organizer? If you don’t understand 

the difference, let me know. 

I didn’t understand the difference, but everyone else figured out that the correct answer is “event 

organizer”. 

lilyzhou: “my email response time is 10 minutes when I’m not in class and 20 minutes when I’m not in 

class.” 

sqshemet asked “what is your stress coping mechanism?” Everyone seems to have answered with their 

answers to the question “what activities are listed on your okcupid profile.” 

jisenhar, gsellers, and rkestin are the new CPW chairs. 

 

Go to DormCon tomorrow night to be elected for similar positions! I3 chair and REX/CPW chair 

 

HouseComm Next Week 
We’ll have HouseComm next week to vote for secretary and treasurer. 



 

Talbot Updates 
yonadav: There are a bunch of things we need to talk about. The first thing is painting Talbot over Bad 

Ideas or the rest of IAP. It’s a public space, it’s used by not only EC but also other people who use this 

place, so the murals should be more kosher than things that go on hall. There’s not HouseComm over 

IAP, so how do we decide what we can paint? 

People suggest emailing surveys out to EC. 

emfrank: Where are you going to paint them? How will you fit them all? 

yonadav: We’ll go one wall at a time. 

Jes: The current mural in Talbot is on a piece of plywood. What if all the murals were like this? 

People have opinions on the shape of the columns for some reason. 

yonadav: Sounds like everyone should be coming to TalbotComm. 

Jes: let’s have people email a google form out to ec-residents if they want to paint a mural. 

yonadav: let’s paint only the far wall, and use the approval policy Jes suggests. 

yonadav: The other things is that we have some money for renovating Talbot. If you’re interested in 

picking furniture for Talbot, you should join the email list purple-discuss. Regarding flooring, we came up 

with 2 proposals. One is to have hardwood flooring over 2/3 of the space and something more durable 

over the rest, like cement. Another proposal is the same but with carpet instead of hardwood flooring. 

Also, separately, we can get a nice projector and sound system. 

yonadav: There’s not a consensus about the floor. Is there a better way to decide this? 

hjl: Can we defer to TalbotComm? Isn’t that the purpose of TalbotComm? 

emfrank: Can you come back with a more specific list of proposals? 

yonadav: yup. 


